Clubs

Facebook and Instagram
It’s set to be an exciting summer of sport, so what better time to celebrate archery and everything it has to offer? As part of @ArcheryGB’s summer of celebration, Aim for Paris, we’ll be holding an archery taster day on [INSERT DATE], to encourage people to give our sport a go.

So, bring your friends and family along to try it for yourselves; it’s one of the most inclusive sports around!

For more information, or to sign up [INSERT DETAILS].

#AimForParis #StartArchery

Archery Activity Partners, schools and other organisations

Facebook/LinkedIn
It’s set to be an exciting summer of sport, so what better time to celebrate archery and everything it has to offer? As an @ArcheryGB [Activity Partner/Partner], we’ll be holding archery taster sessions throughout the summer. Part of Archery GB’s summer of celebration, Aim for Paris, we want to encourage people to give archery a go.

So, bring your friends and family along and help build strength, focus and fitness with one of the most inclusive sports around!

Head to our website to find out more: [INSERT URL]

#AimForParis #StartArchery

As an @archeryGB Activity Partner, we’ll be holding archery taster sessions throughout the summer. Part of Archery GB’s summer of celebration, Aim for Paris, we want to encourage people to give archery a go.

So, bring your friends and family along! Get in touch for more info.

#AimForParis